In this paper, we have developed a simulation model coded in Arena to help design a dynamically automatic traffic flow control simulation model without a time limit barrier. The model simulates the section of the Chung-Sam highway between Taipei and TaoYuan in which the distance is 31.9 kilometers. We adopt dynamic speed limits and practical measures to simulate the arrival number of cars and the leaving number of cars in a time interval. First, we set each lane with the speed limit of 100 or 125 km/hr and a stop-and-go traffic light sign at the entrance ramp with 0, 5, 10, and 15 seconds. Next, by controlling the departure speed of the junction, we find that it causes a better result for enlarging the maximum flow. The simulation model with the dynamic speed limit is able to dynamically guide traffic in rush hours. Finally, the dynamically automatic traffic flow control models without a time limit barrier and with a time limit barrier at 0, 5, 10, and 15 seconds are implemented and analyzed. We find that the dynamically automatic traffic flow control model without a time limit barrier is better than that of the model with a time limit barrier.
Introduction
Highway traffic congestion has been causing many critical problems and challenges in many modern cities, which have highways to pass through them. In particular, at rush hours, drivers, who need to go to offices daily via a highway, do not like to queue for long periods at entrance ramps or on highways. To the noise levels with optimal traffic management and environmental pollution. Grau and Barcelo [5] and Messmer and Papageorgiou [9] discussed the minimum of queue lengths in different intersections. Our research focuses on increasing speed limit on highways or reducing stop-and-go traffic light durations to improve highway congestion problem, which will be discussed below.
The framework for a dynamic highway traffic control simulation model
The highway traffic simulation model is designed to cover a length of 31.9 km in the Chungsan highway, Taipei, Taiwan, R.O.C. starting from junction Yuansan, Taipei, to junction Taoyuan as our target section because it is always busy in the rush hours from 7:30 am to 8:30 am. The model for simplicity only covers 3 junctions. In the framework for the simulation model shown as Figure 1 , assumes that the highway has 3 junctions consisting of a starting junction (junction 1), an exit junction (junction 2), and an end junction (junction 3). In the model, we assume that there is a stop-and-go traffic light sign at the starting junction (junction1). A framework for dynamic highway traffic control simulation model.
Definitions and notations of the simulation model
To illustrate how the simulation model works, we have designed a highway traffic simulation model by using Arena. Before giving example, let us introduce the definition of notations as follows:
Variables: (The value will not be carried when a car moves) Lane1No: Figure 2 shows the flow chart of the highway traffic flow control simulation model. To illustrate the simulation model in detail, we explain the flow chart step by step. However, due to the similarity, we only describe the process of lane 1 and omit the process of lanes 2 and 3. In the model, a stop-and-go traffic light signal for allowing cars to enter into the lane of the highway from an entranceramp can be controlled by a module named Create light control. Besides, cars in each lane named entities are created and based on cars' arrival time set in modules, Create lane1 cars arrival, Create lane2 cars arrival, and Create lane3 cars arrival.
Description of the simulation model
Basically, the module, Create entrance ramp cars arrival, needs to seize a resource, switch, for a car to pass a stop line at the starting junction for driving into lane 1 of the highway. In other words, a car (i.e., an entity) needs to pass the stop line at the entrance ramp in the junction 1 if only if the car seizes the resource. Without seizing the resource, switch, the car will be put in a queue and can do nothing but waiting. Therefore a car and a light control compete with each other in order to get a resource. However, in order to let the Create light control module always get a resource, switch, we set the highest priority for the Create light control module and cars with a lower priority. Once the Create light control module gets the switch, it will delay 0, 5, 10, or 15 seconds for red light to stop any car entering into the highway. Then, the Create light control module releases the switch and delays another 15 seconds for green light. When the Create light control module releases the switch, Create entrance ramp cars arrival can seize the switch and delays 1.2 seconds for letting cars enter the highway. The interarrival time for the Create entrance ramp cars arrival module is 1.72 seconds. Finally, if any car drives from the entrance ramp into the lane 1 of the highway, the number of cars, Lane1No, in lane 1 will be added by 1 and the Release switch for next car module will release the switch for waiting the next car to seize it. The process is continuing until the Create light control module turns red because it has the highest priority. During the red light period, no any car is allowed to pass the stop line because it is unable to get the switch to have rights entering into the highway. Before merging to the Create lane1 cars arrival module, the module, Assign entrance ramp cars number increasing, acuminates how many cars have entered into lane 1 by using the equation, TotalRampNo =TotalRampNo+1.
The module, Create lane1 cars arrival, generates cars (i.e., entities) for lane 1. The interarrival time for the module, Create lane1 cars arrival, is 2.1 seconds. The Assign initial lane1 driven distance module sets the initial value of the attribute, DriverDistance, which is 0. Then, the Station lane 1 module is an accepting point when other modules call it. The Assign lane 1 cars number increasing module computes the number of Lane1No by using the equation, Lane1No=Lane1No+1. Note that the Assign lane 1 speed module gives a dynamic speed based on the equations, SafeLength=SystemDis/ (CarLength*Lane1No)-1 and Speed1= SafeLength*10 *1000/3600. It implies that the more cars in each lane, the slower speed in each lane. If the Decide below maximum speed1 module is true, then let Speed1=34.7 m/sec (i.e., 125 km/hr) and if the Decide below maximum speed1 module is false, then the Assign lane1 maximum speed module sets Speed1=33.7 m/sec. The Delay lane1 drive time module represents that the system delays 5 seconds (i.e., Drive1Time=5) to let the next module, Assign lane1 driven distance, count the distance, which the car travelled. The module, Assign lane1 driven distance, computes the distance that the car travelled by using the equation, DriveDistance=DriveDistance+Drive1Time*Speed1. The Decide to stay lane1 or lane2 module sets that 20 % of total cars in lane 1 will randomly change lane to lane 2 and 80% of total cars in lane 1 will keep the current lane, lane 1. If the module, Decide to stay lane1 or lane2, is true, then the Assign lane1_1 cars number decreasing module lets Lane1No be reduced by 1 as the following equation, Lane1No=Lane1No -1. Then, the car is assigned to lane2, which means that it goes to the Station lane2 module. However, if the module, Decide to stay lane1 or lane2, is false, then the Decide arriving junction2 module needs to check whether the car arrives at the exit junction, junction 2, based on the condition, DriveDistance ≥ Junction2Dis.
When the car has not reached junction 2, it returns to the Assign lane 1 speed module. When the car reaches junction 2, the Decide off junction2 module decides whether the car needs to exit junction 2 or not. If the module, Decide off junction2, is true, which is 20 %, then the module, Assign lane1_2 cars number decreasing, is reduced by 1 according to the equation, lane1No=lane1No -1, and the Assign junction2 exit cars number module increases Junction2ExitNo by 1 (i.e., Junction2ExitNo= Junction2ExitNo+1). The module, Assign total_1 cars exit number, computes the total number of cars that exit from lane 1, lane 2, lane 3, and junction2 (i.e., TotalCarsNo=Lane1ExitNo+Lane2ExitNo+Lane3ExitNo +Junction2Exit No). Finally, the car leaves the system by using the Dispose lane1_sec1 module.
If the Decide off junction2 module is false (i.e., 80% of the total number in lane 1), then the Station lane1_1 module lets the car return to the module, Station lane1.
The Delay lane1_sec2 drive time module delays 5 seconds for computing the current travelled distance. Therefore, the Assign lane1_sec2 driven distance module counts the current travelled distance using DriveDistance =DriveDistance +Drive1Time*Speed1. The Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2 module sets 20 % of total cars in lane 1 to lane 2 and 80 % of total cars in lane 1 keep in lane 1. If Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2 is true, then the Assign lane1_3 cars number decreasing module decreases by 1 as Lane1No=Lane1No -1. Next, the car returns to the Station lane2 module. But when the Decide off junction2 module determines that the car needs to exit junction 2, then the Assign lane1_4 cars number decreasing module reduces Lane1No by 1 (i.e., Lane1No =Lane1No-1) . Then, the Assign lane1 exit cars number module increases by 1 (i.e., Lane1ExitNo= Lane1ExitNo+1). Finally, the car is discarded for representing to exit the system based on the Dispose lane1_sec2 module. If Decide off junction2 is false, then the car returns to the Station lane1 module.
The Assign lane 1_sec2 speed module similarly gives a dynamic speed as mentioned earlier according to the equations, SafeLength=SystemDis/ (CarLength*Lane1No)-1 and Speed1= SafeLength*10*1000/3600. If the Decide below maximum speed1_1 module is true, then let Speed1=34.7 m/sec (i.e., 125 km/hr) and if the Decide below maximum speed1_1 module is false, then the Assign lane1_sec2 maximum speed module sets Speed1=33.7 m/sec. The Delay lane1_sec2 drive time module represents that the system delays 5 seconds, which means Drive1Time=5, to let the next module, Assign lane1_sec2 driven distance, count the distance that the car travelled. The module, Assign lane1_sec2 driven distance, computes the distance that the car travelled by using the equation, DriveDistance=DriveDistance+Drive1Time *Speed1. The Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2 module sets that 20 % of total cars in lane 1 will randomly change lane to lane 2 and 80% of total cars in lane 1 will keep the current lane, lane 1. If the module, Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2, is true, then the Assign lane1_3 cars number decreasing module lets Lane1No be reduced by 1 using the following equation, Lane1No=Lane1No -1. Then, the car is assigned to lane2, which means that it goes to the Station lane2 module. However, if the module, Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2, is false, then the Decide leaving the system module needs to check whether the car arrives at the end junction, junction 3, based on the condition, DriveDistance ≥ SystemDis. When the car has not reached junction 3, it returns to the point before the Assign lane 1_sec2 speed module. When the car reaches junction 3, then the module, Assign lane1_4 cars number decreasing, is reduced by 1 according to the equation, Lane1No=Lane1No -1, and the Assign lane1 cars exit number module increases Lane1ExitNo by 1 (i.e., Lane1ExitNo= Lane1ExitNo+1). The module, Assign total_2 cars exit number, computes the total number of cars that exit from lane 1, lane 2, lane 3, and junction2 (i.e., TotalCarsNo=Lane1ExitNo+Lane2ExitNo+Lane3ExitNo+ Junction2ExitNo). Finally, the car leaves the system by using the Dispose lane1_sec2 module.
The Delay lane1_sec2 drive time module delays 5 seconds for computing the current travelled distance. Therefore, the Assign lane1_sec2 driven distance module counts the current travelled distance using DriveDistance =DriveDistance +Drive1Time*Speed1. The Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2 module sets 20 % of total cars in lane 1 to lane 2 and 80 % of total cars in lane 1 keep in lane 1. If Decide to stay lane1_sec2 or lane2 is true, then the Assign lane1_3 cars number decreasing module decreases by 1 using the equation, Lane1No=Lane1No -1. Next, the car returns to the Station lane2 module. But when the Decide off junction2 module decides that the car needs to exit from junction 2, then the Assign lane1_4 cars number decreasing module reduces Lane1No by 1 (i.e., Lane1No =Lane1No-1) . Then, the Assign lane1 exit cars number module increases by 1 (i.e., Lane1ExitNo= Lane1ExitNo+1). Finally, the car is discarded for representing to exit the system in according with the Dispose lane1_sec2 module. If the Decide off junction2 module is false, then the car returns to the Delay lane1_sec2 drive time module.
Simulation analysis and results
Using Arena, we have built the dynamic highway flow control simulation model. During the simulation analysis, initially a run time of 3600 seconds is set. In the model, a stop-and-go traffic light sign is installed for controlling the car number to enter into the highway. According to a practical measure, we assume the green light duration with 15 seconds. However, for the red light duration, it starts from 0 second and then is increased by 5 seconds each time (i.e., 0, 5, 10, and 15 seconds). Also, the interarrival time of each car in the lanes 1, 2, and 3 is 2.1 seconds. For understanding performance, we fix the speed limit in each lane to 100 and 125km/hr and compare the current car number and average speed in each lane. The current car number presents the total car number in lanes 1, 2, or 3. From Table 1 with a speed limit of 100 km/hr, the current car number in lanes 1, 2, or 3 is smaller than that of lanes 1, 2, or 3 with a speed limit of 125 km/hr. However, there is an exception in lane 1. The current car number, 1341, in lane 1 with a speed limit of 100 km/hr, is a little bite bigger than that, 1337, of lane 1 with a speed limit of 125 km/hr.
With respect to the average speed, the average speed in each lane with 100 km/hr is smaller than that of each lane with 125 km/hr. In other words, if we increase the speed limit of each lane, then the average speed in each lane will also increase. Meanwhile, the current car number in each lane will decrease. Another very important message is that the total number of cars with the average speed of 100 km/hr exits from junction 3 is 3172 whereas that of cars with the average speed of 125 km/hr is 3585. It is worth to mention that the total car exit number for the speed limit with 125 km/hr is larger than that of speed limit with 100 km/hr. Therefore, we further analyze the current car number and average speed based on installing a traffic light control and with a speed limit of 125 km/hr in each lane. In Table 2 , the red light duration is classified into 4 cases: 0, 5, 10, and 15 seconds. Table 2 shows that the longer red light duration is the fewer current cars have in each lane. Meanwhile, the longer red light duration the more total cars exiting from the end junction. When the red light duration is 0 second, there are 3585 cars to drive off the end junction. When the red light duration is 15 seconds, 4113 cars are counted to drive off the end junction. However, from Table 3 , we note that the longer the red light duration the longer waiting time/waiting number. That means all cars are waiting in the entrance ramp so the highway traffic can have good performance. But, for a driver, it is not a good solution because the total time from home to office still takes long. In particular, when the red light duration is 15 seconds, the average waiting time reaches 517.53 seconds and the waiting number of cars is 300 cars as shown in Table 3 . Consequently, we suggest that if we set a dynamic speed limit signal in the rush hours to increase speed limit, the performance of the highway will be better. Table 1 :
The total exit number of cars and average speed at each lane for different speed limit policies without red light control. 
Conclusions and future work
This paper proposes a dynamic highway flow control simulation model for improving traffic congestion problem. To compare performance, we design various cases with different speed limits and different red light durations for improving traffic problem in a highway during rush hours. The simulation results physically prove the efficiency of the simulation model, because the average waiting time and number of cars are dropped down sharply when the red light duration is 0 second. Meanwhile, further analysis also shows if we increase the speed limit in each lane, the total performance of the simulation model will be better. Although this paper presents and analyzes a dynamic highway flow control simulation model, there are still several aspects where we can further consider letting it be more reality. For example, we can extend the simulation model to add some more exit junctions or distances to know the interrelationship between junctions and speed limit. In addition, because we can collect traffic flow and average car speed by using information technology, an expert system of dynamically controlling speed limit for solving highway traffic congestion will be also a major research issue in the future.
